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Seminars are structured as follows: Awakened Mind Coach Certification Seminar 4: Awakened Mind
Practitioner Certification including spiritual component and group brainwave trainings. Awakened Mind
Certification Program Each of the four 4. This theoretical and experiential curriculum is designed to develop
in each student the awakened mind brainwave pattern and higher states of awareness needed to successfully
train others. Seminars 3 and 4 are intended for professional awakened mind trainers only. Upon request,
seminars may be paired in order to reduce travel time and expenses. Please contact Judith Pennington or other
practitioners offering training seminars to request their fees and training schedules. Subpages describe the cost
and content of equipment kits designed for self-trainers and awakened mind practitioners. Galvanic Skin
Response, Blood Volume Pulse, and Temperature; Mind Mirror software operation and data analysis; and
hands-on practice with electrode placements. The trainee is monitored on the Mind Mirror during four or more
meditations used in the Anna Wise Protocol and learns to analyze the data as a means to technical mastery,
mind-expansion, and personal self-development. Includes brainwave vocabulary and a deeper understanding
of brainwave patterns and how to interpret them. This seminar focuses on the structural basis of Awakened
Mind meditations and how to compose and lead them. The student practices drawing brainwave patterns and
leads another student through the Brainwave Profile. By the end of this seminar, the student is prepared to do
the independent study work described below. This seminar is open only to people working toward certification
as an Awakened Mind Consciousness Trainer. Twenty-five sets of brainwave drawings and five case histories
are presented to the teacher for feedback. At least two of the required six original meditations are presented to
the group and teacher for critique and possible improvement. Each trainee receives feedback and continued
instruction on voice and presentation. This seminar also focuses on how to deal with content arising from the
subconscious. Instruction on data analysis continues. This seminar focuses on how to conduct group
brainwave trainings. Includes planning for three-hour, one-day, weekend, three-day, and five-day workshops
the "grid" system ; leading groups in meditation; processing content within a group format; group dynamics;
ethics; bio-monitoring and giving feedback within the group context; addressing "energetics," spiritual crisis
and spiritual development; and how to attract and build a practice. In this final practicum each student leads
the group in at least one original meditation and receives feedback on presentation and content. The student is
monitored on the Mind Mirror during several higher-state meditations. The purpose of the practicums is to
provide an opportunity for students to demonstrate their knowledge and ability while receiving feedback and
developing their skills. Certification is awarded when the student exhibits satisfactory knowledge of the
material and techniques, and displays at least an eyes-closed Awakened Mind pattern. Some practitioner
trainers administer written tests, which must be satisfactorily passed in order for certification to be given.
These five sets of brainwave drawings and five case histories typed in English are presented to the teacher
before or at the beginning of Seminar 3, along with six original meditations previously assigned and designed
to develop specific brainwave categories and patterns. Completion of Seminars , including the two practicums,
and the independent study work described above leads to the Awakened Mind Coach certification. Completion
of the independent study work and Seminars leads to Awakened Mind Practitioner certification.
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It teaches that, because God is all there is in the universe not just present in Heaven, or in assigned deities, as
believed by traditional teachings , its power can be used by all humans to the extent that they recognize and
align themselves with Its presence. It can be described as Jesus Christ stated "You reap what you sow" and
"The bread you cast upon the water, comes back to you". The Law of Attraction is one aspect of that Law. It
differs from the Hindu definition of karma in that it is not related to reincarnation and that it happens in this
life. Spiritual Mind Treatment is a step-by-step process, in which one states the desired outcome as if it has
already happened. In that way, it differs from traditional prayer , since it does not ask an entity separate from
itself to act. It declares human partnership with Infinite Intelligence to achieve success. Treatment is to be
stated as personal first person , positive, powerful with feeling , and present is happening right now. The goal
is to gain clarity in thinking that guides action to be consistent with the desired outcome. The Treatment is
believed to set off a new chain of causation in Mind that leads one to act according to the good for which one
is treating. Recognition, Unification, Realization, Thanksgiving, and Release. This One manifests Itself in and
through all creation, but is not absorbed by Its creation. The manifest universe is the body of God; it is the
logical and necessary outcome of the infinite self-knowingness of God. We believe in the individualization of
the Spirit in Us, and that all people are individualizations of the One Spirit. We believe in the eternality, the
immortality, and the continuity of the individual soul, forever and ever expanding. We believe that heaven is
within us, and that we experience it to the degree that we become conscious of it. We believe the ultimate goal
of life to be a complete freedom from all discord of every nature, and that this goal is sure to be attained by all.
We believe in the unity of all life, and that the highest God and the innermost God is one God. We believe that
God is personal to all who feel this indwelling presence. We believe in the direct revelation of truth through
our intuitive and spiritual nature, and that anyone may become a revealer of truth who lives in close contact
with the indwelling God. We believe that the Universal Spirit, which is God, operates through a Universal
Mind, which is the Law of God; and that we are surrounded by this Creative Mind which receives the direct
impress of our thought and acts upon it. We believe in the healing of the sick through the power of this Mind.
We believe in the control of conditions through the power of this Mind. We believe in the eternal Goodness,
the eternal Loving-kindness, and the eternal Givingness of Life to all. We believe in our own soul, our own
spirit, and our own destiny; for we understand that the life of all is God. All creation originates in this One
Source. God is not one thing, but rather is an Energy Source or Infinite Intelligence present in everything in
the Cosmos i. God is threefold triune in nature, having three aspects or modes of being within the One: Spirit,
Soul and Body. This is God seen as the Universal Macrocosm. The term "Universal Macrocosm" is another
term for all dimensions of the Universe. Spirit is the great Causative Power of the Universe. In this process,
Law is continuously set in motion to create, from the Unformed Substance, innumerable forms which follow
the thought-patterns of Spirit. God consciously initiates creation with thought and thereby forms all things
from unformed substance by using Its "Soul" i. Since God is in everything see 1 , humans include God; and
humans can use that God-energy to create, on the human level. In the Infinite Nature of God, all conceivable
Good is eternally available, ready to flow into human experience. The expression of this essential belief, faith,
and acceptance is prayer. This is the main Religious Science technique to tap into God defined in 1 as "present
in everything" â€” i. Its "Infinite Nature" to create all the good we desire on the human level, analogous to
God creating on the Universe level see 3. This requires faith in the knowledge that the technique is working
right now. This is a Universe of Wholeness, Allness, Oneness. Spirit is a transcendent, perfect Wholeness that,
in Its infinite inclusivity, harmoniously embraces all seeming opposites. Since God is present throughout the
Universe these are some of the attributes of God. This is a Universe of infinite abundance, spiritual, mental,
and physical. This Bounty of Spirit, this Allness of Good, is limitless and can never be depleted. These are
some more of the attributes of God. This is a reciprocal Universe. For every visible form, there is an invisible
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counterpart. Everything in nature tends to equalize itself, to keep its balance true. The Universe exists in the
Eternal Now, each moment complete and perfect within itself. In this Universal Harmony, justice without
judgment is always automatic, an infallible Universal Principle. There can be no place for Divine anger,
unforgiveness, or punishment. The Law of Cause and Effect is always working. We make our "Heaven and
Hell" experiences every moment in the present, with the choices we make. God knows only Life, its eternal
continuity, evolution, and expansion. Religious Scientists know rather than believe that life evolves in this as
well as all other dimensions, even after our souls make their transition into those dimensions. In this case, the
term "Universal" means "no exceptions.
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History and conception Early development According to Bandler and Grinder, NLP comprises a methodology
termed modeling, plus a set of techniques that they derived from its initial applications. Their book, The
Structure of Magic I: A Book about Language and Therapy, is intended to be a codification of the therapeutic
techniques of Perls and Satir. Other than Satir, the people they cite as influences did not collaborate with
Bandler or Grinder. Chomsky himself has no association with NLP whatsoever; his original work was
intended as theory, not therapy. In order to formalize patterns I utilized everything from linguistics to
holography The models that constitute NLP are all formal models based on mathematical, logical principles
such as predicate calculus and the mathematical equations underlying holography. On the matter of the
development of NLP, Grinder recollects: For example, I believe it was very useful that neither one of us were
qualified in the field we first went after â€” psychology and in particular, its therapeutic application; this being
one of the conditions which Kuhn identified in his historical study of paradigm shifts. In developing NLP,
Bandler and Grinder were not responding to a paradigmatic crisis in psychology nor did they produce any data
that caused a paradigmatic crisis in psychology. There is no sense in which Bandler and Grinder caused or
participated in a paradigm shift. Perls had led numerous Gestalt therapy seminars at Esalen. Satir was an early
leader and Bateson was a guest teacher. Bandler and Grinder claimed that in addition to being a therapeutic
method, NLP was also a study of communication and began marketing it as a business tool, claiming that, "if
any human being can do anything, so can you. Tomasz Witkowski attributes this to a declining interest in the
debate as the result of a lack of empirical support for NLP from its proponents. According to Bandler and
Grinder: We experience the world subjectively thus we create subjective representations of our experience.
These subjective representations of experience are constituted in terms of five senses and language. That is to
say our subjective conscious experience is in terms of the traditional senses of vision , audition , tactition ,
olfaction and gustation such that when weâ€”for exampleâ€”rehearse an activity "in our heads", recall an
event or anticipate the future we will "see" images, "hear" sounds, "taste" flavours, "feel" tactile sensations,
"smell" odours and think in some natural language. It is in this sense that NLP is sometimes defined as the
study of the structure of subjective experience. Behavior is broadly conceived to include verbal and non-verbal
communication, incompetent, maladaptive or "pathological" behavior as well as effective or skillful behavior.
NLP is predicated on the notion that consciousness is bifurcated into a conscious component and a
unconscious component. The six directions represent "visual construct", "visual recall", "auditory construct",
"auditory recall", " kinesthetic " and "auditory internal dialogue". The entire process is guided by the
non-verbal responses of the client. The practitioner pays particular attention to the verbal and non-verbal
responses as the client defines the present state and desired state and any "resources" that may be required to
bridge the gap. According to Stollznow , "NLP also involves fringe discourse analysis and "practical"
guidelines for "improved" communication. For example, one text asserts "when you adopt the "but" word,
people will remember what you said afterwards. With the "and" word, people remember what you said before
and after. As an approach to psychotherapy, NLP shares similar core assumptions and foundations in common
with some contemporary brief and systemic practices, [63] [64] [65] such as solution focused brief therapy.
The two main therapeutic uses of NLP are: Unfortunately, NLP appears to be the first in a long line of mass
marketing seminars that purport to virtually cure any mental disorder What remains is a mass-marketed
serving of psychopablum. Ten years should have been sufficient time for this to happen. In this light, I cannot
take NLP seriously Patterns I and II are poorly written works that were an overambitious, pretentious effort to
reduce hypnotism to a magic of words. Rowling as three examples of unambiguous acknowledged personal
failure that served as an impetus to great success. Briers contends that adherence to the maxim leads to
self-deprecation. According to Briers, personal endeavour is a product of invested values and aspirations and
the dismissal of personally significant failure as mere feedback effectively denigrates what one values. Briers
writes, "Sometimes we need to accept and mourn the death of our dreams, not just casually dismiss them as
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inconsequential. These applications include persuasion , [41] sales, [84] negotiation, [85] management
training, [86] sports, [87] teaching, coaching, team building, and public speaking. Scientific criticism In the
early s, NLP was advertised as an important advance in psychotherapy and counseling, and attracted some
interest in counseling research and clinical psychology. However, as controlled trials failed to show any
benefit from NLP and its advocates made increasingly dubious claims, scientific interest in NLP faded.
Langford categorizes NLP as a form of folk magic ; that is to say, a practice with symbolic efficacy â€”as
opposed to physical efficacyâ€”that is able to effect change through nonspecific effects e. To Langford, NLP
is akin to a syncretic folk religion "that attempts to wed the magic of folk practice to the science of
professional medicine". Several ideas and techniques have been borrowed from Castaneda and incorporated
into NLP including so-called double induction [20] and the notion of "stopping the world" [] which is central
to NLP modeling. Tye [] characterizes NLP as a type of "psycho shamanism". Fanthorpe and Fanthorpe [] see
a similarity between the mimetic procedure and intent of NLP modeling and aspects of ritual in some syncretic
religions. Hunt [99] draws a comparison between the concern with lineage from an NLP guru â€”which is
evident amongst some NLP proponentsâ€”and the concern with guru lineage in some Eastern religions.
According to Bovbjerg the notion that we have an unconscious self underlies many NLP techniques either
explicitly or implicitly. Bovbjerg argues, "[t]hrough particular practices, the [NLP practitioner qua]
psycho-religious practitioner expects to achieve self-perfection in a never-ending transformation of the self.
The belief that human beings can change themselves by calling upon the power or god within or their own
infinite human potential is a contradiction of the Christian view. On 29 October , judgement was made in
favor of Bandler. In July and January , Bandler instituted a further two civil actions against Grinder and his
company, numerous other prominent figures in NLP and further initially unnamed persons. Bandler alleged
that Grinder had violated the terms of the settlement agreement reached in the initial case and had suffered
commercial damage as a result of the allegedly illegal commercial activities of the defendants. Tellingly, none
of their myriad of NLP models, pillars, and principles helped these founders to resolve their personal and
professional conflicts. With different authors, individual trainers and practitioners having developed their own
methods, concepts and labels, often branding them as NLP, [38] the training standards and quality differ
greatly.
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We believe in the power of affirmative prayer or spiritual mind treatment. You are a magnificent child of the
most High â€” allow a practitioner to remind you of your Truth! Practitioners are available for complimentary
prayer after Sunday Services to pray with you, and our prayer ministry is always available for times of great
personal need. They are licensed to practice professionally and are bound by a high code of ethics to respect
your privacy. A practitioner is dedicated to the cause of helping others and is trained to assess individuals in
improving their life experiences and conditions. Spiritual guidance at the spiritual level of awareness, focuses
on making inner changes in order to manifest the desired outer results. All spiritual change is from the inside
out. Talk to a practitioner if you are in need of inspiration, in need of healing in health issues, finances,
relationships, career, or the celebration of a major event in your life. It is an honor and privilege for a
practitioner to support you in any of these areas. Practitioners are available for complimentary prayer after
Sunday Services to pray with you. They are also available for private, individual spiritual guidance on a fee
basis at other times. Feel free to call a practitioner and ask for their fee schedule and location. The fee is
established at the time an appointment is made. The relationship between the practitioner and the client is one
of utmost confidence, integrity, and trust. It is essential to the practitioner-client relationship that all
information shared is kept in the strictest confidence. Self-love is also key to more harmonious relationships,
improved physical health, and even increased prosperity. Kristy will guide you through the journey to
self-love and connection to your Highest Self. Kristy is a writer and soon to be published author. She
combines her passion for people and her writing abilities to inspire others to live their greatest life. As a social
media influencer, she is able to reach a global audience with her messages of faith, hope and love. Father,
Brother, Husband, Son, Scott is a well-rounded man who is patient, intuitive and caring. In receiving treatment
from Scott, you will feel safe, witnessed and will be left with a fresh spiritual perspective.
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What is an Illness? Most physicians would agree that illness is an expression of imbalance in the human body
or mind. These are labels for things that are difficult to categorize. Basically, we are talking about a whole
person, their life and their whole state of being. How are they adapting to situations? When do they feel stress
and why? How does this affect their habits, desires, aversions, relationships, work, etc.? Our goal as NDs is to
catalyze a change in the whole person, which requires us to keep developing ourselves and our medicine. They
are speaking a subconscious language and asking for help from you in this way. To really heal, a person with a
chronic illness needs to come out of a way of living, believing, perceiving and reacting. This person needs to
find a new way of being that is free from their old ways of thinking, feeling, reacting and choosing. Illness is
an inherent part of evolution and nature. Illness must be respected if it is to be overcome. Its message must be
heard so we can understand its purpose in our lives. Hearing this message with clarity is the first step in the
healing process of those who are sick. For those who wish to continue to live a healthy life, listening must be
developed so that one may remain healthy. How Do We Listen and Hear? Listening is a very subtle art that the
Chinese loosely associate with the water element. The water element is also associated with stillness. The
image of water often has been used to describe the state of the mind. When the water is calm and clear, it acts
like a mirror and we can see the truth about ourselves. We can also see what lies beneath the surface. When
the water is more turbulent we can only see a distorted image in it, and we cannot see the bottom of the pond.
Therefore, a turbulent mind does not facilitate a clear perception of the truth. To be able to listen to deeper
currents and be able to see with greater clarity, we must learn to still and quiet the business in our minds.
Concentration is one great key to having a still mind. Everyone knows what this is and everyone can do it to
some degree. The great thing is that like a muscle, concentration is a mental faculty that can be strengthened
and conditioned to become more powerful. This means that wherever our listening skills and ability to
perceive are right now, we can improve. We can become more still and sensitive to what is happening around
us. We can sharpen our most valuable instrument for perceiving. And the best method for us as NDs is to
concentrate on our sense organs. The sensory organs of smell, sight, hearing, touch and even taste are our
great allies in perceiving the nature of illness. Homeopaths, Ayurvedic physicians, Chinese medical
practitioners and even allopathic medical practitioners all say the same thing: If you listen well enough, your
patient will tell you the nature of their illness. This listening is done with more than the ears. It is a
whole-body phenomenon. Mental concentration can be practiced in many ways and at many times throughout
the day. When we are eating a meal, for example, we can practice tasting the food fully: Concentrate your
attention on your taste buds and mouth as you chew the food. Notice the details of what you are experiencing.
Notice how this sharpens your mind. As you read this article, allow yourself to slow down. Allow yourself to
really read these words and let them sink in. Notice if you are just skimming the page so you can get through
the article quicker. This way of reading will probably speed up your mind and leave you less connected to
your senses. When you really listen to what is being said here, you will be slowing down to taste the truth of it
â€¦ to savor it and let it sink in. The truth is not in the words, but in your experience of the words. To really
have the experience, you have to slow down and come into your senses. This way of being and doing will
slowly retrain our minds to be centered in the present moment. This presence of mind sharpens our perception.
It allows us to experience what is really happening within us and around us. And this is what we need when
we are with patients. If you bring this mindfulness to your naturopathic practice, you will probably start to
notice a shift in the way things unfold in sessions with patients. You will be more attuned to them and what
you experience within yourself while being with them. This helps you pick up on the important subtleties that
tip you off to things that need to be explored further. For example, when they are hiding something or
avoiding something due to discomfort, you will be more likely to notice it and tune into what is going on with
them. It helps you hear what they are really saying underneath the words, and to determine what they really
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need. What Do We Need to Do? We often feel we need to do something, but there is incredible value to
patients when you simply listen to them and provide a still space for them to be heard. This space of stillness
seems to act like a vacuum. It draws out deeply held fears, anger, worries, joy, grief. It draws out the truth. It
provides an opportunity for these things to be uncovered in a place of safety and respect. When one travels
into this space with another person witnessing them, it can be very transformational. Seeing the truth brings
awareness to the whole life situation. This awareness is what can often lead to self-motivated changes on
behalf of the patient. So, can we facilitate the healing of our patients by influencing our own inner state? To
grow as a holistic physician, one must do work that leads to inner stillness and openheartedness. As we
become more clear and still within ourselves, we provide a deep and still container to hold our patients and
their stories. As we heal ourselves, we heal our patients. If we stop growing, we limit our potential as a
catalyst for healing. May the peace in our hearts hold and reflect the truth for our patients. May this peace
reach the world through our practices. May we heal together and with our patients. I would like to share one
example that recently occurred in my practice. A widowed year-old female came to see me with a diagnosis of
polymyalgia rheumatica. She had a fair bit of pain and inflammation in her body. As I sat and listened, I
noticed the tendency of my mind to start thinking of remedies and treatments that may be of use for such a
condition. I put all that aside, knowing that these are what my mind clings to for security when facing the
unknown terrain of the truth. I want to get at the truth of what is driving this illness, so I commit to facing the
truth with my patient. She continued to talk about her life and revealed her story of controlling partners in
relationships, griefs that happened to coincide with the onset of her illness; and after talking for a while she
began to get more comfortable with me. She obviously had some shame about this, but I could also see that
she was very relieved to be able to talk about it with someone. It had been taking a lot of her energy to hold it
inside. At any rate, the visit ended, and we scheduled a follow-up visit for one month later. The first thing she
told me at the second appointment was that she had decided to end the affair, as it was not helping her stress
level. She hates to be alone and needs company. Since her husband passed away she had been very lonely, but
was afraid to be in a committed relationship for fear of being controlled like she was in the past. All of these
insights were new to her. The truth was coming out and she began making changes accordingly. She was
ready to change; all she needed was someone to listen with a calm mind so that she could see to the bottom of
her own mind and heart. When she saw what was there, she began to make some improvements. At any rate,
she is changing mysteriously, simply by having the space to explore her own heart and mind. He presently
practices in Peterborough, Ontario. His deep interests lie in connecting with the natural world, homeopathy,
plant energetics and meditation, and inspiring people to expand their perception of life. His favorite pastime is
canoeing in northern Ontario.
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As fewer people prioritise self-care and restoration, illness, disease and dissatisfaction are becoming more
prevalent in our society. This is where a Holistic Life Coach and Mind-Body Practitioner is so unique in
understanding the strain that chronic stress and lack of meaning can place on each individual client. We
encourage daily self-care, self-awareness, personal responsibility and holistic practices that can undo and
reverse many of these conditions by first addressing the needs and beliefs of the person as a whole.. Be a
unique coach who understands how to apply practical neuroscience and evidence-based strategies. You can
choose to be an exception. Blend your natural talents and strengths to create a unique presence in the
wellbeing space. Anyone who loves learning about the mind, brain, body, spirit and emotions! These are the
types of students who study with us: Why Holistic Life Coaching? Neuroscience is finally reaching
mainstream healthcare, while the health and wellness arena is booming with a newfound independence away
from outdated approaches that often miss the bigger picture. I have thoroughly enjoyed this course so much.
You have stretched my imagination, my will and intention. I have gained so much clarity about who I am as a
person and also invested time on myself to really explore what I want to achieve professionally. I managed to
complete this course in just over 4 months, your modules are full of great knowledge and really got me
wanting to know more each week. The hardest part of this course was workbook 3, as you know its about
branding your business, what type of coach do you want to be. I took longer completing this part of the course
partly because you can not get the answers from anybody else, you need to really get in touch with who you
are and what can you offer, which I think is super important in order to market yourself effectively. Thank you
for all the knowledge and confidence I have gained. I will return to this module in time for inspiration and
further learning. This module has directed my thinking towards being seen and heard either online or in
person. The content is very detailed and should allow anybody after completing this workbook to be proficient
and confident in sharing themselves with the world. Again, thank you Viki for you extraordinary and
comprehensive energy in pulling all this material together and creating a truly masterful course for anyone
wanting to be Holistic Life Coach.
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You are warmly invited to browse this international directory of EEG awakened mind practitioners to schedule a private
session, group brainwave training, corporate training, or practitioner training seminar.
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The Mind Screen is free for practitioners and practitioners are also allocated a small number of sessions where there is
no charge for the end user. You can run 'mock patients' or even real patients through the application without incurring a
fee for your first few sessions.
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The Mind Body Spirit Network is an alternative online business directory for practitioners of alternative medicine,
complementary health and holistic health. We are also a conscious community of alternative medicine and holistic health
professionals and our expert's blog contributions, video interviews in our High Vibe Tribe TV, and our.
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